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difficult to get them in their own best interests not to
jeopardize the future of girls' higher education by jostling
with their brothers for men's work while their own
professions are still understaffed.
The medical inspection and after-care of schoolgirls is
even more necessary than that of schoolboys. It is a
common scandal that the buildings of girls' schools,
particularly in towns, are dark and damp, small and over-
crowded, without arrangements for water, sanitation or
games, and with miserably inadequate equipment. The
parents can easily put this right and in their own interests
they should do so.
The education of village girls is a great problem. No
country in the world can afford two schools in each village,
to say nothing of the difficulties of inspection and staff, and
yet the villagers are loath to send the little girls to school
with their brothers. Village parents would send their girls
quickly enough to a mixed school if the teachers were female,
but where are they to be got ? The villager does not
welcome female teachers from the towns—their customs,
habits, culture, language are all different—while there are
few village girls coming up for training as teachers. And
there is no ' custom' yet for women to teach boys in an
open school. Finally it is not easy for a solitary female
teacher from outside to lodge in a village. These are but
some of the difficulties !
Difficulties, however, were made to be overcome, and if
this* problem is attacked from all sides at once, it will soon
be solved. Where parents are ready to send their little
girls to school with their little brothers they must be
encouraged to do so. The parents are the best judges of
these things, and wherever and to whatever age they
allow it, there must be no obstacles from the official side.

